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40 years of experience in cataloguing 

25 highly trained cataloguers in our team 

500 records produced, book-in-hand every week 

BIBCO RDA records 

Casalini Libri - Cataloguing 



As member of the Program for Cooperative 

Cataloguing (PCC) Casalini Libri contributes 

authority records, subject and classification 

proposals. 

 

The PCC is leading the shift in authority 

control from an approach primarily based on 

creating text strings to one focused on 

managing identities and entities. 
 
 

Casalini Libri - Cataloguing 



 
  

PCC directives 
 

PCC identifies and addresses policy issues on the use of identifiers in 

MARC: 

developing guidelines to include identifiers in 
MARC bibliographic and authority records 

the use of multiple identifiers for the same 
entity 

determining the entities for which identifiers 
should be provided in an initial 

implementation 

identifying automated methods for populating 
and maintaining new and existing records with 

identifiers 



The importance of identification 
and detection in the Semantic Web 

Key elements of the cataloguing workflow: 

entity identification  

reconciliation 

To enrich a MARC record with URIs Casalini Libri uses the “URI 

MANAGEMENT SYSTEM” (included in the OLISuite cataloguing module 

within WeCat).  

 

This also simplifies the reconciliation of varying forms of the same 

entity with the development of detection procedures for entity 

identification and the conversion to BIBFRAME. 



The manual process to enrich 
MARC records 

The “URI MANAGEMENT SYSTEM” allows the management of 

multiple identifiers for each access point or heading. 

 

Use  of  external  sources (such as NAF, ISNI and VIAF) with 
API  and  web  services. 
 
Associate heading with the URIs that identify it in each of the 
projects.  



URI Management System in 
OLISuite 



URI Management System in 
OLISuite 

The cataloguer can check, modify, delete or add 
other identifiers to the same heading 



Adding new URI to a heading in 
OLISuite 

From this drop down menu the cataloguer can 
choose  the desired source and start the URI 
search 



Adding new URI to a heading 
OLISuite 

search 

From the search 
result window  

choose the desired 
URI and SAVE 



Access points and URIs 
 
The multiple identifiers associated with Kafka are saved in a specific oracle table and not 
directly in subfield $0 of the MARC tag for that heading. 
 
 
 
 
 
 
While it is an acceptable practice in MARC to have multiple identifiers for the same 
entity in one field via repeating subfields, that does not translate well to RDF. 
 
It is impossible for the program to determine which subfield each $0 URIs is referencing 
because sequence and order of subfields has no meaning for the program.  
 
For example: 
 
 382 0\$aviolin$n1$n1$s2$2lcmpt 
$0http://id.loc.gov/authorities/performanceMediums/mp2013015782 $apiano 
$0http://id.loc.gov/authorities/performanceMediums/mp2013015550 

 



Access points and URIs 
 
 

 
Saving the different URIs in an oracle table, allow them to be used in 
various ways, selected during the data export/conversion: 

how many URIs to make available for 
each heading 

how to associate them with the 
heading 

how to show them in relation to data 
use and formats 

 

Different customer profiles that were previously defined in Adempiere are 

considered. 



Adempiere – Customer profile 

Customer profile for 
Harvard College Library 



URIs/tag mapping 
URIs/tag mapping for customer A 

URIs/tag mapping for customer B 



Access points and URIs 

URI Management System 
(OLISuite/WeCat) 

Adempiere – 
Customer profile 

(URI/tag mapping) 

DCM BATCH 
framework 

Marc authority record (customer A) Marc bibliographic record (customer B) 

=LDR    00560nam a2200181 4500 
=001    000000127573 
=003    CaOOAMICUS 
=005    20160108094931.0 
=008    160107s\\\\\\\\it\\\\\\\\\\\\000\u\ita\r 
=040    \\$aAtCult$bita 
=100    1\$aKafka, Franz,$d1883-1924$0(isni) 0000 
=245    03$aLa metamorfosi /$cFranz Kafka. 
=260    \\$aMilano :$bLa spiga,$c2002. 
=300    \\$a61 p.; $c18 cm 
=336    \\$atext$2rdacontent 
=337    \\$aunmediated$2rdamedia 
=338    \\$avolume$2rdacarrier 
=997    \\$aPS 

=LDR    00698nz 2200145  4500 
=001    000000000617 
=005    20160108125155.0 
=008    751003s1974\\\\enk\\\\\\\\\\\000\1\eng\\ 
=024    7\$a56611857$2viaf 
=024     7\$a000000012280370X$2isni 
=040    \\$aPS$bita 
=100    1\$aKafka, Franz$d1883-1924 1\$aKafka, F.$q(Franz)$d1883-
1924 
=400    \\$aWikipedia,  Oct.  25,  2012$bFranz  Kafka;  born  3  July  
1883 
=670    in Prague;  died  3  June  1924  Kierling  near  Vienna;  an  
influential  German- language writer of novels and short stories, 
regarded by critics as one of the most influential authors of the 20th 
century. Kafka was a Modernist and heavily influenced other genres, 
including existentialism) 



Access point and URIs (customer A) 

As $0 is associated to the access point in the MARC 
bibliographic record: 

=LDR 
=001 
=003 

00560nam a2200181 4500 
000000127573 
CaOOAMICUS 

=005 20160108094931.0 
=008 
=040 

160107s\\\\\\\\it\\\\\\\\\\\\000\u\ita\r 
\\$aAtCult$bita 

=100 1\$aKafka, Franz,$d1883-1924$0(isni) 0000 0001 2280 370X. 
=245 
=260 

03$aLa metamorfosi /$cFranz Kafka. 
\\$aMilano :$bLa spiga,$c2002. 

=300 
=336 

\\$a61 p.; $c18 cm 
\\$atext$2rdacontent 

=337 \\$aunmediated$2rdamedia 
=338 
=997 

\\$avolume$2rdacarrier 
\\$aPS 



Access point and URIs (customer B) 

As a specific tag in the MARC authority record: 

=LDR 
=001 
=005 
=008 
=024 
=024 
=040 
=100 
=400 
=670 

00698nz 2200145 4500 
000000000617 
20160108125155.0 
751003s1974\\\\enk\\\\\\\\\\\000\1\eng\\ 
7\$a56611857$2viaf 
7\$a000000012280370X$2isni 
\\$aPS$bita 
1\$aKafka, Franz$d1883-1924 1\$aKafka, F.$q(Franz)$d1883-1924 
\\$aWikipedia,  Oct.  25,  2012$bFranz  Kafka;  born  3  July  1883  
in 

Prague;  died  3  June  1924  Kierling  near  Vienna;  an  influential  
German- language writer of novels and short stories, regarded by critics as 
one of the most influential authors of the 20th century. Kafka was a 
Modernist and heavily influenced other genres, including existentialism) 



contribute 
data to the 
central ISNI 
database 

provide 

ISNI related 
services 

support data 
enrichment 
and 
reconciliation 
procedures 
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ilibriup 
http://ilibriup.casalini.it 

prototype for 
ISNI and Linked 

Data based on the 
ilibri.com 
database 
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     Thank you for your attention 


